Introduction
The differential diagnosis of erythemato-squamous diseases is a real challenge in dermatology. Despite very little differences, all Erythemato-squamous diseases share the clinical features of erythema and scaling. There are six groups in erythemato-squamous diseases which are psoriasis, seboreic dermatitis, lichen planus, pityriasis rosea, chronic dermatitis and pityriasis rubra pilaris, which can be seen in the outpatient dermatology departments most often [1, 2] . In diagnosing of these diseases, a biopsy is vital. However, unfortunately these diseases share many histopathological features, as well. Another difficulty for the differential diagnosis is that one disease may show the features of another disease at the beginning stage and may have the characteristic features at the following stages. Firstly, patients were examined clinically with 12 features. Afterwards, skin samples were taken in order to evaluate 22 histopathological features. The values of the histopathological features are determined by analysis of the samples using a microscope [1] .
Support vector machines (SVM), developed by [3] , is a machine learning technique which has been studied increasingly in wide variety of research areas. Due to its many attractive characteristics, it was employed for the problem of diagnosis of erythemato-squamous diseases [4] . In [4] the author showed that SVM has great performance since it can handle a nonlinear classification effectively by mapping samples from low dimensional input space into high dimensional feature space with a nonlinear kernel function. Moreover, she compared SVM with recurrent neural network (RNN) and multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) and showed SVM is more robust and more accurate than other methods.
In SVM, the classification model is generated from the training phase with the training data. Next, classification is done based on the trained model. The largest problems encountered are setting up the SVM such as selecting the kernel function and its parameter values. Former experiments presented radial basis function (RBF) is efficient than polynomial and linear kernel functions for diagnosis of erythemato-squamous diseases [4] . So, we applied RBF as the kernel function. Two major RBF parameters applied in SVM, C andσ , must be set precisely. The parameter C represents the cost of the penalty and the choice of the value for C influences on the classification outcome. If C is too large, the classification accuracy rate is very high in the training phase, but very low in the testing phase. If C is too small, the classification accuracy rate unsatisfactory, making the model useless. Parameterσ has a much greater impact on the classification outcomes than C, because its value affects the partitioning outcome in the feature space. If we choose the value of the parameterσ very large, we will suffer from the danger of over-fitting, while a disproportionately small value, leads to under-fitting [5] .
Catfish binary particle swarm optimization (CatfishBPSO), introduced by Li-Yeh Chuang, Sheng-Wei Tsai and Cheng-Hong Yang [6] , is suggested to simultaneously optimize the parameter values of SVM. The CatfishBPSO can efficiently find optimal solutions in large search spaces. It is inspired by social behavior among individuals like the birds blocking or the fish grouping.
Feature selection is a preprocessing technique for analysis the data more effectively. The goal of feature selection is the selection of optimal subsets, which are necessary and sufficient for solving the problem. Feature selection enhances the predictive accuracy of algorithms by reducing the dimensionality, removing irrelevant features, and decreasing the amount of data needed for the learning process. This can be done because not all of the available features are relevant for the classification task. So, for taking the advantages of, we applied a new feature selection technique, the so called Association Rules (AR), as feature selection method for diagnosis of erythematosquamous diseases [7] . In [7] , authors compared AR method with other feature selection algorithms. As a result, they could show that using 24 features, we can achieve high accuracy rate in our classification problem. Hence, in our work we employed AR to reduce the dimension of the input data. So, the novel diagnosis method which is based on Association Rules, CatfishBPSO and KSVM is introduced as AR-CatfishBPSO-KSVM. The proposed method consists of two stages. At first, AR is used as a dimension reduction method, and in the second stage, ARCatfishBPSO-KSVM is trained as a classification model by new dataset. Experimental results show that our proposed method achieves high classification rate than hybrid AR-NN and standalone SVM.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the diagnosis problem for erythemato-squamous diseases. Section 3 introduces AR feature selection method. Section 4 presents a general overview about SVM and multiclass SVM used in present work. In section 5, CatfishBPSO algorithm is described briefly, and section 6 presents our proposed method called AR-CatfishBPSO-KSVM. The experimental results and conclusion are discussed in section 7 and 8, respectively.
Erythemato-squamous diseases dataset
In this work, the UCI erythemato-squamous diseases dataset was used and analyzed [8] . There are 366 samples in this database and each sample has 34 attributes. Each sample contains 12 clinical features and 22 histopathological features. These attributes are listed in Table 1 . The family history feature has the value '1' if any of these diseases has been observed in the family and '0' otherwise. The age feature represents the age of the patient. It has been missed in some samples, so it is removed in our experiments. Every other feature (clinical and histopathological) was given a degree in the range of '0' to '3' so that '0' indicates that the feature was not present, '3' indicates the largest amount possible, and '1', '2' indicate the relative intermediate values. 
Table1

Feature selection
Feature selection plays an important role in classifying systems such as neural networks (NNs). The goal of this technique is to remove the irrelevant and redundant attributes from a dataset, thus the dataset dimension will be reduced. As the result, the complexity of NNs is reduced and its performance can be increased. There are many popular methods for dealing with this problem such as: principle component analysis (PCA) [9] , linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [10] , forward feature selection (FFS) and backward feature selection (BFS) [11, 12] , Individual feature selection (IFS) [13] , association rules [14] and etc. based on the result reported by [7] , we applied AR method to reduce the dimension of erythemato-squamous diseases dataset.
Association rules
AR finds interesting associations (relationships) among large set of data items. Actually, it shows which attributes are most likely to occur together in a given dataset. A typical and widely-used example of association rules mining is market basket analysis [15] . Let Therefore, AR tries to discover the patterns of co-occurrence of attributes in a given database. For instance, an association rule in a supermarket basket data may be in 10% of transactions, 85% of people buying milk also buy yoghurt in that transaction [7, 15] .
Apriori algorithm
The most popular and influential AR mining algorithm is Apriori algorithm proposed by Agrawa et al. [14] (figure 1). The first pass of the algorithm simply counts item occurrences to determine the1 itemsets − . A subsequent pass k consist of two phases. First, the large itemsets 1 k L − found in the ( 1 k − )-th pass are applied to generate the candidate itemsets k C . Next, the database is scanned and the support of candidate in k C is counted.
(1)
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The apriori gen − function computes the set of potentially large k-itemsets (Fig. 2. ) from the set of large (k-1)-itemsets, and subset function finds all the candidates contained in transaction T.
while F ≠ ∅ do begin (6) --make a pass over the database (7) let Candidate set C = ∅ ; (8) forall database tuples t do (9) forall itemsets f in F do (10) if t contains f then begin (11) let f C candidate itemsets that are extensions of f and contained in t ; (12) forall
if c should be used as a frontier in the next pass then (27) 
Support vector machines
SVM classifier is a supervised learning method based on statistical learning theory introduced by [3] , whose goal is to give a hyper plane that optimally separates two classes using training dataset. Suppose that 
Now, in order to replace the optimization problem the positive slack variables i ξ are introduced. So, the method can be extended to allow for nonlinear decision surfaces. The new optimization problem is given as:
where C is a regularization constant or penalty parameter, which controls the tradeoff between the two competing criteria of margin maximization and error minimization. Hence, the classification decision function becomes: K x x represents a symmetric positive definite kernel function that defines an inner product in the feature space [17] . In this work, radial basis function (RBF) (defined
, σ is a positive real number) was applied as the kernel function. Fig. 3 . The classification process of SVM classifier.
As mentioned previously, SVM is naturally a binary classifier. But, the classification of erythemato-squamous diseases includes the simultaneous discrimination of numerous diseases. For coping with this problem, a number of multi-class classification strategies can be employed [6, 15] . One-against-all (OAA) and the one-against-one (OAO) strategies are among the most popular ones. Both strategies lead to similar results in terms of classification accuracy. Here, we consider the OAA strategy. This strategy is based on the following procedure. ).
Then, in the classification phase, the "winner-takes-all" rule is used to decide which disease is assigned to each patient. This means that the winning disease is the one that corresponds to the SVM classifier of the ensemble that shows the highest output.
Particle swarm optimization
Binary particle swarm optimization (BPSO)
In PSO, each particle is analogous to an individual ''fish'' in a school of fish. A swarm consists of N particles moving around a D dimentional − search space. The process of PSO is initialized with a population of random particles and the algorithm then searches for optimal solutions by continuously updating generations. Each particle takes advantage of its own memory and knowledge gained by the swarm as a whole to find the best solution. The position of the i-th particle is represented by
The velocity of the i-th particle is written ( , ,..., )
and called gbest . At each generation, the position and velocity of the i-th particle are updated by pbest i and gbest in the swarm. But, some of the optimization problems occur in a discrete feature space. For this reason, Kennedy and Eberhart introduced binary PSO (BPSO), which can be used to discrete binary variables. In a binary space, a particle may move to near corners of a hypercube by flipping diverse numbers of bits; so, the overall particle velocity may be denoted by the number of bits changed per iteration [22] . In BPSO, each particle is updated based on the following equations:
In these equations, w is the inertia weight that controls the effect of the previous velocity of a particle on its current one, 1 r , 2 r , and 3 r are random numbers between (0,1) , and 1 c and 2 c are acceleration constants, which control how far a particle will move in a single generation. 
Catfish binary particle swarm optimization (CatfishBPSO)
CatfishBPSO introduces catfish particles to motivate a renewed search by the ''sardine'' particles. These catfish particles help particles which are trapped in a local optimum to escape from local optimum and guide them towards a new region of the search space, and thus to potentially better particle solutions. In CatfishBPSO, a particle swarm is randomly initialized in the first step, and the particles are scattered over the D-dimensional search space. The position of each particle is denoted in binary string form; the bit value {0} and {1} show a non-selected and selected feature, respectively. Each particle is updated using values pbest and gbest . The pbest is the best solution (fitness) it has achieved so far and gbest is the global best value obtained so far by all particles. The position and velocity of each particle are updated by Eqs. (4)- (7). If the distance between gbest and the encompassing particles is small, each particle is considered as a part of the cluster around gbest and will only move a very small distance in the next generation.
To tackle this problem, catfish particles are applied and substituted the 10% of original particles with the worst fitness value of the swarm. These catfish particles are vital for the success of optimization task. So, catfish particles are able to overcome the intrinsic deficiency (premature convergence) of BPSO by initializing a new search over the entire search space from its farthest points [6, 20] .
K-nearest neighbor
The K-nearest neighbor (K-NN) method is one of the most famous nonparametric techniques [21, 22] used for classification of new objects based on attributes and training samples. K-NN includes a supervised learning algorithm which immediately classifies the result of a query instance based on the majority of the K-nearest neighbor category. Classifiers are based on the minimum distance from the query instance to the training samples. In our work, the feature subset was measured by the leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) of one nearest neighbor (1-NN).
Neighbors are determined by their Euclidean distance. The 1-NN classifier does not require any user-specified parameters. In the LOOCV technique, we select a single observation from the original sample as the validation data, and the rest of the observations make up the training data. This process is repeated so that each observation in the sample is used once as the validation data. The procedure is the same as K-fold cross validation where K is equal to the number of observations in the original sample. The pseudo-codes for CatfishBPSO and 1-NN are shown below [6] .
CatfishBPSO pseudo-code 01: Begin 02: Randomly initialize particles swarm 03: while (number of iterations, or the stopping criterion is not met) 04:
Evaluate fitness of particle swarm by 1-NN() 05: for n = 1 to number of particles 06:
Find i pbest and gbest
07:
for d = 1 to number of dimension of particle 08:
update the position of particles by Eqs. (4)- (7) 09: next d 10: next n 11: if fitness of gbest is the same three times then 12: Sort the particle swarm via fitness from best to worst 13: for n = number of Nine-tenth particles to number of particles 14: if rand number >0.5 then 15: for d = 1 to number of dimension of particle 16:
The position of catfish = 1 (Max of the search space) 17: next d 18: else 19: for d = 1 to number of dimension of particle 20:
The position of catfish = 0 (Min of the search space) 21: next d 22: next n 23: end if 24: next generation until stopping criterion 25: end 1-NN pseudo-code 01: begin 02: for i = 1 to sample number of classification problem 03:
for j = 1 to sample number of classification problem 04:
for k = 1 to dimension number of classification problem 05: for i = 1 to sample number of classification problem 14: if i class = real class of testing data then correct = correct + 1 15: end if 16: next i 17: Fitness value = correct / number of testing data 18: end In our experiment, we set the population size = 20, and the K=1 [23] 
Proposed multiclass AR-CatfishBPSO-KSVM classification system
The process of the classification based on AR-CatfishBPSO-KSVM is shown in Figure 4 . The aim of this system is to optimize the accuracy of the multi-class SVM classifier by automatically: 1) Reducing the number of features with association rules. 2) Obtaining the best values of C andσ parameters of SVM. First of all, dataset is divided into training set and test set. Then AR method is applied to extract 24 features from training data. It is obvious that the features with higher weights are the most important and influential ones among the others and they can play a vital rule in the final results of classification. So, in feature selection, 24 features which carry more weights were selected from dataset using AR method. Using this algorithm large itemsets are found for all diseases, as you can see in the following: For instance we can use the features number 7-9-10-11-14-15-20-21-22-23-24-30-31 for diagnosis of the lichen planus disease. As we mentioned earlier in introduction, all Erythematosquamous diseases share the clinical features of erythema and scaling, with very little differences and there are six groups in erythemato squamous diseases. So, for detection of erythematosquamous diseases, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 13th, 14th, 15th, 20th, 21th, 22th, 23th, 24th, 25th, 26th, 27th, 28th, 29th, 30th, 31th and 33th features can be used. So we only used these features in training and testing our proposed model. And in the last stage the multi-class SVM is chosen to classify patients. The SVM constructed by RBF kernel function only has two parameters, C andσ , which should be determined by the users.
Here we use CatfishBPSO for selecting the best initial values for these parameters. Now, we can describe the training process in the following:
(1) Initialize arameters of CatfishBPSO for six AR-CatfishBPSO-KSVMs. The training dataset of each AR-CatfishBPSO-KSVM is different from the others as described in section 4. For each AR-CatfishBPSO-KSVM classifier, initialize all particles' positions and velocity and set up the learning parameters, the inertia weight and the maximum number of iterations. (2) For each AR-CatfishBPSO-KSVM classifier, calculate every particle's fitness. Every particle's fitness is computed by the formula classified total (total denotes the number of training samples and classified denotes the number of correct classified samples). The particle with low classification error produces a high fitness value.
(3) Update the velocity and position of the particle. According to Eqs. (4)-(7).
(4) Stop if the specified number of generations is satisfied; otherwise, go to Step 3.
Experimental results
The classifiers proposed for clinical decision-making were implemented by using the MATLAB software package (MATLAB version 7.2 with neural networks toolbox). The features discussed in section 6 were used as the inputs of the classifiers. The dataset (366 patients) was divided into two separate datasets, the training and testing datasets (182 samples as training data and rest of them as testing data). The related parameters of C and σ for RBF kernel function were varied in the arbitrarily fixed ranges − so as to cover high and small regularization of the classification model, and fat as well as thin kernels, respectively. For comparison, we implemented the SVM classifier without CatfishBPSO with RBF and the polynomial kernels, termed as SVM and SVM-poly, respectively. The degree d of the polynomial kernel was varied in the range [2, 5] in order to span polynomials with low and high flexibility. Classification results of the classifiers were displayed by a confusion matrix. In a confusion matrix, each cell contains the raw number of exemplars classified for the corresponding combination of desired and actual network outputs. The confusion matrices showing the classification results of the classifiers implemented for diagnosis of erythemato-squamous diseases are given in Table 2 . From these matrices one can tell the frequency with which a record is misclassified as another. The test performance of the classifiers can be determined by the computation of specificity, sensitivity and total classification accuracy. The specificity, sensitivity and total classification accuracy are defined as:
Specificity: Number of true negative decisions/number of actually negative cases. Sensitivity: Number of true positive decisions/number of actually positive cases. Total classification accuracy: Number of correct decisions/ total number of cases.
A true positive decision occurs when the positive prediction of the network coincided with a positive prediction of the physician. A true negative decision occurs when both the network and the physician suggested the absence of a positive prediction. 
Conclusion
In this paper a novel approach based on Catfish binary particle swarm optimization-based was proposed in order to search for the optimal parameter values for KSVM for diagnosis of erythemato-squamous diseases. Moreover, AR method was applied to find optimal subset of features in both training and testing phase as a dimensionality reduction. Using the catfish effect the proposed method does not trap in local optimum. In addition, taking RBF kernel into account increased the performance of the classification. Compared to other approaches such as AR-MLP and pure SVM, experimental results show that our proposed method is more accurate and it can achieve a 99.09% of accuracy.
